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Background & History

▪ 1913-1958 Territorial Legislature – 60 Days, biennially

▪ 1958 Constitutional Convention – 60 Days considered, 
but no limit

▪ 1983 HJR 2 passed, setting up a statewide ballot 
measure

Which in 1984 passed 150,999 to 98,855  (60.4% to 39.6% ; by over 
52,000 votes)

▪ 1984 to 2007 – 120-Day sessions
▪ 2006 petition drive and ballot measure pursuing a 90-

Day session





Major Themes

Marketed in Support

of a

90-Day Session





#1 Reducing the Cost of State Government



#1 Reducing the Cost of State Government

• There has been no change in legislative budget;

• Those monies were shifted from the session budget to the

interim budget, in anticipation of extra interim meetings and

special sessions;

• Travel, per diem, and technical expenses associated with

holding more interim committee meetings, and special sessions,

have all increased;

• Cost savings has been a wash.





#2 Other States’ Legislative Sessions

• Petition organizers widely circulated a graph showing how “27” other

states had shorter sessions than Alaska, (as if we were doing

something wrong);

• The pamphlet failed to demonstrate the difference between

“calendar” session days and “legislative” session days;

• Many states are restricted to a certain number of “legislative” days,

but not calendar days;

• As you know, our legislature typically has floor sessions for 3

“legislative” days in a 7 “calendar” day period. If we were to follow

the model of counting only “legislative” days in this manner, our

sessions would run January-August.



Examples of states used by the organizers of the petition-drive included:





Other States

• Every state has its own set of reasons for deciding the duration

of its legislature sessions.

• Who cares what other states are doing?? We are in the middle

of the road on this issue, and SB 126 keeps us there.



Examining Alaska’s Legislative Sessions



#3 Legislative “Inaction”



#3 Legislative “Inaction”

• Legislation that has no likelihood of passing is introduced 

almost every day of session; 

• The legislature has the prerogative to act or not act on any 

issue, and there are always more issues than there are actions.

• We are not a law factory, not to be judged based on the number 

of bills we pass, but rather like a rocket launch, with lots of 

behind-the-scenes work that results in a big push at the end.



• Examples of other perennial issues :  

• Abortion, introduced 67 times since 1990

• Move the Capitol – 31 times since 1990

• Oil & Gas Taxation, Subsistence, Pre-K, Mining Taxes, 

Compulsory School Age, etc etc, etc, are also issues that have 

perpetually struggled in this body.

▪ Should any bill that fails to pass the legislature after the Nth 
number of attempts be automatically forwarded to the ballot box 
for a statewide vote? 

#3 Legislative “Inaction”











Balance of Power

▪ Shortening the length of time the legislature is allowed to be in 
session is a direct shift of power from the legislative to the executive 
branch.
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